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**QUESTION:** 26
What is the key capability of HP Z Turbo Drive/ NVMe PCIe S5D storage option?

A. to optimize storage by combining the HP Turbo Drive with other HDD drives
B. to provide optimized system and application performance
C. to provide 16x faster access to data vs traditional HDD storage
D. to support multi-terabytes of internal storage

**Answer:** A

**QUESTION:** 27
Which exclusive HP security solution stores a secure copy of the BIOS?

A. HP Secure Erase
B. Trust Circles
C. HP Sure Start
D. Device Access Manager

**Answer:** D

**QUESTION:** 28
Which HP workstation is described as a portable powerhouse?

A. ZBook 17 G5
B. ZBook 14u G5
C. ZBook Studio G5
D. ZBook 15 G5

**Answer:** C
QUESTION: 29
What key feature of the HP Desktop Workstation handles growing and complex workloads with performance at any stage in a work process?

A. the advanced security  
B. the operating system  
C. the customization  
D. the powerful processor

Answer: D

QUESTION: 30
Which is an optional accessory for the ZBook Mobile Workstations?

A. Trusted Platform Module  
B. HP Sure Start Gen 3  
C. HP Fast Charge  
D. HP Extended Life Battery

Answer: A
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